
                           
 

Sports Wagering Revenues  
January 2023 
(unaudited) 

 

Casino Provider Settled Wagers Prizes Promotional 
Deductions 

Federal 
Excise 
Taxes 

Net Revenues (Net Carryover) State Share 
 
 

Boot Hill DraftKings $564,142  ($578,410) $0  ($1,410) $0  ($15,678) $0   

Kansas Star FanDuel $1,331,388  ($1,183,023) $0  ($3,328) $145,037  $0  $14,503   

Hollywood Barstool  $7,458,516  ($7,573,102) ($6,025) ($18,368) $0  ($138,979) $0   

KS Crossing Caesar's $33,274  ($43,775) $0  ($83) $0  ($10,584) $0   

Subtotal - Retail   $9,387,320  ($9,378,310) ($6,025) ($23,189) $145,037  ($165,241) $14,503   

                   

Boot Hill DraftKings $77,667,973  ($72,199,513) ($2,948,210) ($186,957) $2,333,293  $0  $233,329   

Kansas Star FanDuel $63,371,236  ($57,320,851) ($2,452,934) ($152,296) $3,445,155  $0  $344,515   

Hollywood Barstool  $12,676,870  ($12,449,361) ($165,338) ($31,621) $30,550  $0  $3,055   

KS Crossing BetMGM $25,186,598  ($22,304,232) ($1,655,544) ($56,492) $1,170,330  $0  $0   

KS Crossing Caesar's $15,116,513  ($14,816,321) ($228,972) ($37,791) $33,429  $0  $3,343   

KS Crossing PointsBet $2,654,224  ($2,486,957) ($124,097) ($6,390) $36,780  $0  $0   

Subtotal - Online   $196,673,414  ($181,577,235) ($7,575,095) ($471,547) $7,049,537  $0  $584,242   

                   

Totals   $206,060,734  ($190,955,545) ($7,581,120) ($494,736) $7,194,574  ($165,241) $598,745   

 
The following providers had a negative Net Carryover from the previous month, resulting in the reported State Share calculating as less than 10%:  
PointsBet Online;  BetMGM Online 
  



                           
 

Sports Wagering Revenues  
Fiscal Year Through January 2023 

(unaudited) 
 

Casino Provider Settled Wagers Prizes Promotional 
Deductions 

Federal 
Excise 
Taxes 

Net Revenues (Net Carryover) State Share 
 
 

Boot Hill DraftKings $1,271,658  ($1,228,729) $0  ($3,179) $55,428  ($15,678) $5,543   

Kansas Star FanDuel $7,757,833  ($6,888,895) $0  ($19,394) $849,544  $0  $84,954   

Hollywood Barstool  $33,977,677  ($31,733,977) ($25,320) ($85,848) $2,271,511  ($138,979) $227,151   

KS Crossing Caesar's $33,274  ($43,775) $0  ($83) $0  ($10,584) $0   

Subtotal - Retail   $43,040,442  ($39,895,376) ($25,320) ($108,504) $3,176,483  ($165,241) $317,648   

                   

Boot Hill DraftKings $376,698,109  ($339,666,444) ($26,985,960) ($874,859) $9,170,846  $0  $917,084   

Kansas Star FanDuel $254,893,107  ($226,890,349) ($16,905,394) ($595,198) $10,502,166  $0  $1,050,216   

Hollywood Barstool  $61,633,456  ($56,580,106) ($2,449,543) ($155,120) $2,448,687  $0  $244,869   

KS Crossing BetMGM $127,075,139  ($112,605,711) ($15,748,217) ($275,378) $0  ($1,554,167) $0   

KS Crossing Caesar's $49,129,920  ($45,943,108) ($1,479,299) ($122,824) $1,584,689  $0  $158,469   

KS Crossing PointsBet $12,367,774  ($11,645,763) ($688,097) ($29,502) $4,412  $0  $3,089   

Subtotal - Online   $881,797,505  ($793,331,481) ($64,256,510) ($2,052,881) $23,710,800  ($1,554,167) $2,373,727   

                   

Totals   $924,837,947  ($833,226,857) ($64,281,830) ($2,161,385) $26,887,283  ($1,719,408) $2,691,375   

  
PointsBet Online reported positive Net Revenues and State Share in September, but had a net carryover balance In October through December.  
The previously reported State Share of sports wagering revenues is not refunded to a provider when subsequent carryovers occur.   
As such, cumulative reported State Share is currently in excess of 10% of reported net revenues. 


